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The heART Project Welcome to the

very first
heART Magazine!
April 2019 Issue no. 1
This magazine will be all about art therapy
and mental health, and will be written by me,
Monique Barrett. The heART Magazine is an art
diary focused on a book, a show, a game and a
soundtrack. I’m so excited to show you the
making of this as it grows from the ground up.
Yesterday I wrote a blog post that gave a bit
of an explanation of what this project is.
These are progress shots of a painting at its first layer to its last. Just like in
this photo, I want to show you the progress of this project from the start to the end.
Even if the start is a bit rocky and messy, or I lose myself in the middle, we will
get there in the end.

“Hear, read, watch, play.
will
beembody
an art
show,
Those It
four
words
the book,
massive
project
that Igame
am creating
and soundtrack.
called The heART Project
– an experience that is a wholesome and
honest blend of art and mental health. It
will be expressed through many different
mediums, creating a whole experience that
you can hear, read, watch and play. It’s a
love letter to art, a hand that reaches out
to support people with mental illnesses
and an experience that I am putting my
whole heart into.

It will be an art book,
show, game and
soundtrack.

I wrote about this artwork in
my book. It’s a reminder that
making a mistake doesn’t have
to mean that something is
ruined.
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•

The book will be filled with words, comics, poetry,
short stories, art, puzzles, mindful and grounding
exercises and more.

•

The show will have episodes featuring
animated stories, drag performances, short
films, artwork tutorials, original theatre
productions, etc.

The project will have a game that involves
different kinds of gameplay such as a 2D
adventure game, 3D puzzles, a RPG,
therapeutic point and click, real choices
that influence the story and more.

•

And lastly, the soundtrack will have songs
about mental health and art, a podcast
featuring different kinds of artists and
activists, an audio book of The heART Book,
grounding exercises, spoken word, meditative
music and the list goes on.
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With these sad words I wanted to express the worth
you do have does not disappear if someone else
can’t see it.
This is not a tiny task. This is going to be worked on and
created over many years as I grow as a person and artist. It
will face scary walls, bumps on the road and many obstacles,
but that will make it all the more valuable – at least to me. I
really hope that someone will get something out of this project
– my goal is to give my heart to those who need it, because two
years ago I really needed someone to do that for me.
I want you to be part of this process, so I have put up the current first-draft
version of my book on my website. You can read it, give me some feedback or just
look at the pictures and layout concepts that I will gradually add more of over
time. On The heART Project page you can see all updates about the project’s progress.
There is so much to say about this project and how much it
means to me. I want to make it as spectacular as possible, but
I also have to be realistic. This is going to be a fuck load
amount of work and an incredibly massive challenge, but I
need to do it. I hope you want to join me in the making of The
heART Project, because I truly believe that one day it will be
something important.”
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While I was in hospital
in march, I put a fresh
coat of paint on a very
basic comic of mine. The
old comic was called
Alien vs. Humanity and it
focused on am alien
tackling human issues
such as mental health
and homophobia. I drew it
because I had been
meaning to make a comic
for a long time, but I
needed it to be something
simple so that I wouldn’t
stress out. The alien was
a representation of my
beliefs and values.
After an art therapy session, I was really excited to start a series of ‘Calm Cards,’ which are
cards for people with anxiety and those who get over-stimulated. I wrote a list of 50 cards that
I could illustrate and the alien was the star of them. They will have different strategies on
them that could help you in stressful situations and I’ve done two of them so far. (See below)
Soon enough I came up with the name ‘Pluck.’ Pluck is a
reference to how they got the flower on their head and
also because it means courage. More of Pluck’s
backstory will be explained later.
Fast forward to last month where I was writing notes
on how I could turn Alien vs. Humanity into a new
comic that will be a bit more fleshed out. I decided it
will just be called ‘Pluck’ and it would also have
other characters, starting with those based on myself,
my girlfriend and my cat, to hopefully more
characters in the future. It will have more of a
storyline to it and it will be drawn digitally.
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noun: pluck
1. spirited and
determined courage.
Here are the final pages of Alien
vs. Humanity before I decided to
change the whole comic.
Through the experience of drawing
and colouring in these
traditionally with pencils, I
realised that I wanted my new
comic to be done digitally. This is
because drawing digitally will
allow me to make more pages
faster, easier and with a better
aesthetic.

“Our worth is not
equal to how
productive we are or
what we do - We are
human beings, not
human doings.”
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These are some of the drawings
that I did in hospital when I
decided that the Pluck comic
should be reborn. Pluck got a
different body shape and I added
Red, the character that is based on
me, Jasper, (my cat) and Bee, the
character who is based on my
girlfriend. Bee’s also a werespider, because why not? It was a
lot of fun working out the style I
wanted my comic characters to be
in and it made me really motivated
to restart the comic when I was
back home.
The reason I am talking so much
about Pluck is because it will be a
part of The heART Book. This book
will focus on many things, such as
mental health, and that is just
like this comic. I will also add
elements of art therapy in Pluck
so that it fits in even better with
the rest of the book. Working on
Pluck means I’m working on The
heART Project.
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Here are some notes I
took last month.
The journal page to the right is
about how I wanted The heART Book
to also be a reference and how-to
guide for artists.
The journal page below talks
about how I would like ‘The Art of
Sound’ to be an accompaniment art
book for the soundtrack, as to
deepen the experience.

Below is a look into some of the
script for the first chapter of
Pluck. This chapter features why
they’re called Pluck and how Pluck
and Red met.
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Artwork created in the
last month
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Monique
Barrett

Thank you for
reading the 1st issue!
See you next time
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